Novel high-throughput profiling of human transcription factors and its use for systematic pathway mapping.
Transcription factors (TFs) are crucial components of regulatory networks that control gene transcription. Current TF assays are limited to the analysis of a single TF or require TF-specific antibodies. Here we report the Single Primer Amplification assisted Oligonucleotide Array-based Transcription Factor Assay (SPA-OATFA) which can directly analyze the binding activities of 240 human TFs simultaneously. Examining early events during serum-stimulation of HeLa cells as a model, we demonstrated the utility of SPA-OATFA combined with whole genome gene expression to systematically map the temporal activation of signaling pathways. Both TFs known to function in this stimulation response such as EGR1 and AP1 and new TFs such as HSF1 were identified. This information, combined with mRNA profiling, provided novel insights into the activities of regulatory pathways, and illustrates the potential of SPA-OATFA in detailed systems biology analysis of cell responses.